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1. THE QUESTION 
It is known that the associative algebra &f(n; K) of all n by n matrices 
over a field K cannot be deformed over K into any other algebra: M(n; k) is 
rigid in the deformation theory of Gerstenhaber [5, p. 651. Equivalently, 
the set of structure constants for the total matrix algebra is Zariski-open 
in the algebraic set of all associative structure constants; roughly put, every 
algebra which is not too far removed from the matrix algebra is actually 
isomorphic with it. For the geometric point of view, see [2] and [6]. 
The opposite question, as posed in the title of this report, has an immediate 
geometric answer: “those algebras whose structure constants lie in the 
parameter variety (irreducible component) of structure constants determined 
by the matrix algebra.” However, this answer affords little insight into 
either the algebras themselves or the explicit deformations involved. We 
desire an internal analysis of these “pre-matrix” algebras, involving the 
Wedderburn decomposition, idempotents, bases, and multiplication table 
and so forth, as well as explicit deformation formulas. (Relevant terminology 
will be recalled in Section 2.) 
The “ pre-matrix” algebras are of interest in more general deformation 
questions. Deformation of an algebra implies a movement towards semi- 
simplicity and away from nilpotence. The basic example of this phenomenon, 
one to which many other examples reduce, is the deformation of one of 
our “pre-matrix” algebras into its total matrix algebra. Thus the present 
work continues our program in [3]. 
In a certain sense, there are too many “pre-matrix” algebras. Thus, 
both M(n; K) and, at the opposite extreme, the trivial K-algebra Zof dimension 
n2 with Z” = (0) may be deformed into a total matrix algebra. To organize 
matters we have found it useful to distinguish between deformations in 
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which “new” idempotents are produced (Type I) and those in which no 
new idempotents are produced (Type II). Rough4 Speaking, a “Type II 
pre-matrix” algebra deforms into a total matrix algebra because it ahead> 
looks like this algebra, whereas a “T3pe I pre-matrix” algebra deforms into 
a total matrix algebra because it looks like nothing! Contrast M(n; k) and Z 
just above. 
In the present paper we will deduce necessary structural conditions for 
Type II deformability, and will show that each such deformation is equivalent 
to one of a particularly simple type. In a subsequent paper [4] we will 
approach this question from the point-of-view of baroque algebraic geometry 
(deformation as the reverse of specialization) and present a general theorem 
which in a special case assures us that the necessary conditions found here 
are indeed sufficient. 
Here is an outline of our progress: In Section 2 we study the idempotents 
in A, and reduce the problem of deforming A to that of deforming a smaller 
algebra (into smaller matrices). Then in Section 3 we observe that, if such a 
deformation of rZ is possible at all, it can be accomplished as a “polynomial” 
(rather than a “power series”) deformation of a particularly simple type. 
This yields a provisional characterization of “Type II pre-matrix” algebras 
in terms of (i) an obvious condition on the size and structure of the radical, 
and (ii) the solvability in positive integers of a certain overdetermined 
system of homogeneous linear equations. Solutions of this system would 
give the deformation formulae (new multiplication table) immediately. All 
this is summed up in Theorem 9 of Section 3.2. 
2. THE REDUCTION 
2.1. Preliminaries. In order to concentrate on the matrix structure it is 
convenient although not absolutely necessary to rule out inseparability and 
skew fields at a single stroke by assuming the field k of scalars to be alge- 
braically closed. Thus we may write a given k-algebra A as N + S, a semi- 
direct sum of the radical N and a k-separable semi-simple Wedderburn 
factor S. Moreover, S = S, @ ... @ S, , the ideal direct sum decomposition 
of S into simple subalgebras and, since there are no division algebras finite- 
dimensional over k, each S, is the algebra M(n, ; k) of all n, by n, matrices 
with entries from k. We have e = e, + ... + e, where e is the multiplicative 
unity element of A and e, is the same for S, . 
Now we decompose the radical in terms of S. Define IV,, = e,Ne, for 
a,p := 1 ,.,., s. It follows that the radical is a direct sum h: = @ N,, of 
the subspaces N,, . The orthogonality of the e, is inherited by the IV,, ; 
thus I\~,&,, is a subspace of N,, and is (0) if /3 and y are distinct. Since 
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N,, is a unitary left (resp. right) S,- (resp. Ss-) bimodule, its dimension 
as a vector space over k is constrained. The following is standard: 
LEMMA 1. The k-dimension of the subspace N,, is a multiple of nnnB . 
2.2. Deformations. Let VT(X, y) = ~3’ denote the associative multiplication 
in A, and suppose the bilinear mapping (multiplication) 
r&y) = .qJ + tF,(x, y) + t’F,(x, y) + *.. 
is also associative. Here t is an indeterminate over k, and the multiplication 
rrt is defined in VK , the vector space constructed by extending scalars in the 
underlying k-space I’ of A to the power series field K = k((t)). Each Fi 
is a k-bilinear mapping l,- s V + IT which is extended to I’, x 1X + lg 
over K. Then we refer to the K-algebra -3, = (I/, , rt) as a generic deforma- 
tion of A over k. Generally we are interested in comparing this new K-algebra 
A, with the scalar extension A, = NK + SK . 
Suppose the K-bilinear multiplication I~*(x,Y) also gives a deformation 
of A. Then II, and rrt are said to be equivalent if 
m% Y) = @-‘Qw, @J(Y)), 
where @ is a K-linear automorphism of VK of the form (“deformation of 
the identity map”) 
@(x) = N + hpl(x) + &p,(x) + .*.. 
Here each vi is a k-linear map of T’ extended to a K-linear map of fk. 
Equivalent II, and 7rt yield K-isomorphic algebras (V, , I7J and (V, , nt), 
with @ serving as the isomorphism. All this is set out in detail in Gerstenhaber 
[5, P. 651. 
The notion of equivalence leads to a useful normalization. Select a 
Wedderburn decomposition A = N + S. Then it is known that any deforma- 
tion of rZ is equivalent to one given by a multiplication rrt which satisfies 
dx, y) = Jr?l, q(x, z) = xz, ?r,(z, x) = zx 
for all X, y in S and all z in N. Thus only multiplication of two radical 
elements may deform in an essential way. (In fact, if z, and zs are in N, 
the new product nt(,zl , zs) may have a non-zero projection into SK .) The 
multiplication in S and the two-sided action of S on N may be considered 
unchanged. This is part of the straightening-out theorem of [3, p. 4161. 
(Note that we consider the underlying k-space of A to be a subset of V, 
via the usual x + x @ 1.) We shall use this frequently. 
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2.3. Deformations into total matrix algebras. Let k (algebraically closed), 
K, A (associative), rr, be as above. Then A is a pre-matrix algebra over k if 
there is a generic deformation A, = (G K, rt) which is K-isomorphic to 
M(n; K) for some positive rank n. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A be a four-dimensional k-algebra with identity element 
e and radical basis w, 5, y with the radical N satisfying N* = (0). We deform 
A into the 2 by 2 matrices as follows. Writing u * v instead of .rr,(u, v), define 
w * w = tw, y * w = t?‘, U’ * x = tx, 
w*~‘=x*w=x2’*ix=y*y=o, 
x *y = tw, y * x = t2e - tw, 
and let e act as the identity as before, e * II = u * e = u. 
To see that the algebra so defined is associative and in fact M(2; K), put 
E,, = e - t-lw, 
E,, = t-lx, 
E,, = t-‘y, 
E,, = t-lw. 
On the one hand, these E’s give a K-basis for the new algebra with * multi- 
plication. On the other hand, they multiply precisely as the familiar “matrix 
units” 
Exs-L = &&w (Kronecker delta). 
Note that the identity e = E,, + E22, a sum of primitive orthogonal idem- 
potents. Thus we have M(2; K). 
Now we make precise the notion of Type II deformation mentioned in 
Section 1. Let A have multiplication m as usual. Then the generic deformation 
A, = (V, , rt) is a Type II deformation provided n,(u, U) = u implies that 
Z$II, U) = U, or provided rt is equivalent (see Section 2.2) to a multiplication 
with this property. Note that Example 2 was not Type II, because a new 
idempotent t-lw was produced, and the “rank” of the identity e increased 
from one to two (cf. e = El, + ,?$a). The following example is Type II: 
EXANIPLE 3. Let A = N + S be four-dimensional over k, with basis 
aI2 , z21 for N and orthogonal idempotents e, , e2 giving a basis for S. Suppose 
also N2 = (0) and e,z,, = zols = zase8, whence e,z,, = 0 = z,aea for OL, /3 
distinct. We claim that the associative algebra so defined is a pre-matrix 
algebra. For define mt on the basis ai2 , .zrr , e, , e2 by 
77t(z12 , z2A = t2el , rt(h ,3,) = t2e2 , 
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and all other multiplications of basis elements as before. Now note that the 
four K-independent elements 
El1 = e, , E22 = e2 , E,, = t-‘z,, , E,, = t%,, 
multiply via nt exactly as the familiar “matrix units.” Again we have 
deformed into M(2; K), this time without producing new idempotents. 
Note. In fact, deformation has destroyed the idempotence of certain 
elements of -4, such as e, + zi2 + z2i . 
2.4. Deformation and primitive idempotents. From now through the end 
of Section 3 we will be supposing that the K-algebra -4, = (1X, rt) is a 
Type II deformation of R which is isomorphic with M(n; K). How does 
this restrict A ? 
We note first that the k-space dimension of A must be n2. To keep track 
of the sizes of the N,, and S, inside A, we must consider the decompositions 
of various idempotents (such as e, , the unity element of S,) into sums of 
pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents. (Recall that a (non-zero) idem- 
potent is primitive in an algebra if it is not the sum of two orthogonal 
idempotents in that algebra.) For standard results about idempotents, see 
Curtis and Reiner [1, p. 1721. 
We shall use the following straightforward exercise on sums of idempotents 
to prove Lemma 4 below: 
LEMMA. Let e, f be (non-zero) idempotents in the associative ring A, and 
suppose e + f f 0. Then e + f is idempotent if and only if both ef = fe and 
2ef = 0. In particular, if A is an algebra over a field k, then e + f is an 
idempotent if and onhI if either char k f 2 and e, f are orthogonal, or char k = 2 
and e, f commute. 
LEMMA 4. (“Primitivity is preserved.“) Let u be an idempotent in the 
K-algebra A, obtained from A by Type II deformation (whence u is idempotent 
in ‘dK). If u is primitive in A,, then it remains primitive in A, . 
Proof. Suppose u is imprimitive in -4,) u = e + f with e, f orthogonal 
idempotents in A,. Since the def ormation is Type II, u, e, f are idempotents 
in A, . Now in the case char k + 2, the preceding lemma yields that e and f 
are orthogonal in -4,) so that II is imprimitive in A, and we are done. In 
the case char k = 2, we are likewise done if e and f are orthogonal. On 
the other hand, ef # 0 implies that the array ef, e + ef, f + ef contains 
(at least) one pair of non-zero orthogonal idempotents, and the observation 
that u = (e + ef) + (f + ef) shows that u is imprimitive in iz, . 
This proves the lemma in all cases. 
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2.5. Structural con-sequences. The key here is to keep track of the size 
of total matrix subalgebras in terms of the “ranks” of their unity elements. 
We recall that A = N + S with S = S, @ ... @ S, , and that each S, 
equals M(n, ; k) and has unity element e, of rank nrr . 
LEMMA 5. Let A admit a T>pe II deformation into the total matrix algebra 
M(n; K). Then either A equals the total matrix algebra M(n; k), or else the 
following hold: 
(i) the number s of simple summands in S is 22, 
(ii) therankn =n,+ . ..+n., 
(iii) N,, = (0) for a = l,..., s, 
(iv) dim N,e = n,ne for distinct OL, /3. 
Proof. Since e, is an idempotent in A,, the subalgebra e, c (A,) * eti is 
a total matrix algebra. By Lemma 4, e, has rank r. in both A and A,, so 
that in fact e, * (A,) * e, equals M(n, ; K). By straightening-out, on the 
other hand, 
e, * (A,) * e, = 4.%)e, = e,(N&, + e&e, = (X& + (Z-L, 
a direct sum of K-subspaces. But (S,), also is the total matrix algebra of 
rank n, . Thus (NJK = (0), whence we have proved (iii), Nh, = (0). If 
s =: 1, then we would have d = S = S, , contrary to the hypothesis that 
A is not a total matrix algebra. This proves (i). Statement (ii) follows from 
the fact that e = e, + ... + e, and each e, is the sum of n, pairwise orthogonal 
primitive idempotents. 
To prove (iv), note that e, * (A,) * es is a subspace of K-dimension n&n, ; 
this is because we are working in a total matrix algebra. On the other hand, 
e, * (A,) * e, is the same subspace as (Nor&. Thus k-dim Nas = 
K-dim(N,,), = n&n,. Done. 
This shows that the Type II pre-matrix algebra is built from “blocks” 
(cf. N,, , S,) of the correct size. Note that Lemma 5 is false for the Type I 
deformation in Example 2. 
2.6. Reduction to the skeleton. We continue to whittle away at the 
structure of A by introducing a certain basis, very similar to the usual 
“matrix units,” and using this to reduce to a “skeletal” subalgebra of A. 
Let emij be the usual basis of matrix units for the simple subalgebra S, . 
Here i, j = I,.,., n, . Note e, = x:i eUii . From Lemma 5, each k-subspace 
N,, has a basis zoloP,cr (with p = l,..., n, and q = I,..., ne) which is moved 
about by elements of S, and S, thus: 
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It follows that, if a single product ~,~~iz~~ii = ~,~~z,,.ii s non-zero, then in 
fact %hiZBvij = &w%hi for all h, i, j. On the other hand, if ~,~~~z~,,ii vanishes, 
then NJVsv = (0). This leads us to introduce the k-algebra A’, the skeleton 
of A, which has basis call , ~~sri (with distinct 01, /3 = I,..., S) and the same 
multiplication r as in A. (If iz were a total matrix algebra, whence N = (0), 
its skeleton would be one-dimensional, A’ = ke,, .) The skeleton determines 
A in the following sense: 
LEMMA 6. (“Reduction Principle.“)Let A satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 5. 
Then the skeleton A’, a k-subalgebra (with dz#erent unity) entirel?, captures 
the structure of A: given the ranks n, ,..., n, , A is recoverable from A’. Moreover, 
the problem of deforming A into XKr(n; K) reduces to that of deforming A’ 
into M(s; K). 
Thus we need concern ourselves only with a semisimple Wedderburn 
factor which is a direct sum of fields. This, of course, will furnish the diagonals 
of our matrices. 
3. AN EQUIVALENCE THEOREM 
3.1. Old and new structure constants. Are the conditions listed in Lemma 5 
actually sufficient to guarantee that A is a Type II pre-matrix algebra? 
And can we find a “normal form” for deformations into the total matrix 
algebra, perhaps using the basis found just above ? We will deal with the 
latter question now. It would be hoped that an answer to this might be 
helpful with the first question; we will discuss this further in [4]. 
Here is our situation. The k-algebra 4’ (the skeleton of A) is a Type II 
pre-matrix algebra whose k-dimension is 9. It has a k-basis of elements 
which we may write, dropping some subscripts, as e, and z,s with distinct 
oi,p= 1 ,.**> s. The multiplicative unity is e’ = e, + ... + e, . The e, are 
orthogonal idempotents satisfying 
em+ = za8 = +e8 , 
whence e,+, = 0, etc. The .z,~ comprise a k-basis for the radical. They 
multiply thus: 
%s%J = %3v%n 9 %a~,L3 = 0 (B f Y)* 
Note that the scalar structure constant c,,, may be zero; in fact caBa must 
be zero because the radical is an ideal. In this context, the following statement 
is useful: 
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LEMMA 7. Let the associative algebra A’ have basis e, , z,, which multiplies 
as above. Then no structure constant cnsv is zero if and only if A’ is isomorphic 
with the total matrix algebra M(s; k). 
Proof. Use the fact that A’ is faithfully represented in the algebra of 
all k-linear endomorphisms of some minimal left ideal (cf. column) whose 
k-basis is z,, , zss ,..., z,s . Here zss means es . But A’ has dimension s2. 
The result follows. 
Now suppose x * 2’ = T~(x,J) gives a deformation of A’. By the 
straightening-out theorem mentioned in Section 2 we may assume as usual 
that the action of the idempotents e, is the same in this new multiplication 
as it was in the old. Thus 
e, * ~4 = zao * eB = zeB , %s * %s = 0 
for /3, y distinct, and so on. The only change occurs in products of radical 
elements, and in fact zns * x0,, = &,+,, , where the structure constant 
L3v = S&W = h3v + kB?Jl + ... is a power series, possibly zero, in the 
indeterminate t. The associativity property zus * (z+, * z,,J = (zas ): z~,,) * z.,,~ 
implies 
Ll&v6 = L3Y5~Y6 - 
Next we suppose further that rt has given us a total matrix algebra. By 
Lemma 7 this is equivalent to supposing that no sasv is the zero series. 
Observe then that we may factor, 
Here bee,, is the first non-zero coefficient in the series eaoB,, , and the non- 
negative integer m(+$) is the order of taBv . The power series K,,~~ has the 
form K&t) = 1 + a,,,,t + .... Note that, if the original structure constant 
C us,, is not zero, then has,, = c,,, and m(&) = 0. The associativity relation 
among the es implies similar relations among the b’s, the K’S, and the m’s, 
namely, 
The chief consequence of this is that the multiplication n, which we now 
define as 
is also associative. Thus II, also gives a deformation of the original multi- 
plication r. Moreover, since the b’s are non-zero, l7, gives a deformation 
into a total matrix algebra, just as rt did (cf. Lemma 7). The following 
result might be expected: 
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LEMMA 8. The “truncated” multiplication II, yields a deformation of A’ 
into the total matrix algebra M(s; K) which is equivalent (in the sense of 
Section 2.2) to that a&ded by nt . 
Proof. Let Ir’ be the underlying k-space of A’ with basis e, , z,s for 
distinct ol,j3 = l,..., s. We define a “deformation of the identity map” @ 
on (V’), as follows. Let @(eJ = e, for OL = I,..., s. Now fix an index 6, 
say S = s, and define for 01 # /3 
@hd3) = %&) . %6 = %, + a,8sl% + “.9 
using the power series ~~~~ found above. 
To check that @ gives an equivalence of l7, with nt, observe that 
thanks to the associativity relation among the K’S. Done. 
3.2. Description of Type II pre-matrix algebras. Let us summarize what 
we have done in Sections 2 and 3. Our final statement will be simplified by 
the following adjustments. It is straightforward to show that there exist 
non-zero scalars h,, in k such that, for the “perturbed” basis hlrBzaB of A’, 
all basv equal 1. In fact, we may take h,, = l/b,,, (cf. the proof of Lemma 8). 
It is crucial here that no borss is zero, even though certain of the original 
cass may have been zero. 
Before stating our theorem, we define s and n, by recalling that A = 
N + S with S = S, @ ... @ S, and that each simple summand S, is a 
total matrix algebra M(n, ; k) of rank n, and unity e, . The unity e of A 
equals e, + ... + e, . We say that rZ has a Type II blocking if s > 2, N,, = 
eo,Nea = (0), N,, = e,Ne8 has k-dimension nanS (cf. Lemma 5). Note that 
this implies dim A = (nl + ... + nJ2, and also that A has a skeleton A’ 
(cf. Section 2.6) of dimension s2. 
THEOREM 9. Let A be an n2-dimensional algebra with unity over the 
algebraically closed $eld k. The following are equivalent: 
(a) A is a Type II pre-matrix algebra but is not isomorphic with M(n; k), 
(b) A has a Type II blocking and its skeleton A’ is a Type II pre-matrix 
algebra, 
(c) A has a Type II blocking and the system of equations 
m(4W + 4W-9 = m(4W + m(d) 
481/29/r-8 
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has a solution in positive integers (where 1 < (Y, /3, y, 8 < s, m&v) = 1 ;f 
TV = h or v, and m(&v) = 0 isf NA,Nuy # (0) in A). 
Aforeover, if (a), (b), (c) hold, then there is a k-basis .zEeW for N (with 
p = I,..., nor and q = I,..., n,) such that the multiplication (Kronecker deltas) 
n (x t a6iw 9 Au23 - SA PE x ‘.) - 6 6 .tm(a@‘Xau,j 
defines a deformation into M(n; K). Finally every total matrix deformation 
of Type II is equivalent to one of this form. 
Comment. The equations in (c) reflect the multiplicative structure within 
the radical N. 
AIoraZ. If A is not already a total matrix algebra, then its radical must 
have considerable size and a certain shape. Deformability into a simple 
algebra is not at all a matter of having a small radical. 
3.3. Further comments. Theorem 9 shows that a Type II pre-matrix 
algebra must have a basis (cf. e, , zao) which multiplies in a fashion similar 
to the familiar basis of matrix units, except that some products here are 
zero (cf. zlszu = 0 instead of el). It might be conjectured that existence 
of such a basis is equivalent to deformability (Type I or Type II) into a 
total matrix algebra. This conjecture is false. In [4] we will show that such 
a condition is not sufficient for deformability. Also, in Example 2 of Section 2.2 
the pre-matrix algebra rl does not have a k-basis of the indicated type. 
Workable conditions for Type I deformation into matrix algebras (that is, 
the production of idempotents) are still being sought. 
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